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Who am I?
Why should you listen to me?

Born 1941; 76 years old 
Univ of Utah Faculty 1969-2012 

Professor of Bioengineering, Materials Science, 
Pharmaceutics;      Distinguished Prof. 

Dean of Engineering: 1983-87 
Chair of Bioengineering 

Science without Walls; The Leonardo; The CALL 
Emeritus Prof. 2012 - present 

Ran for Congress, Dist. 2 Utah, 2012; Lost; The RUN 
Amateur Novelist: State Change: A Chemical Fantasy 

( www.statechange.us ) 
Novel #2: Deliver Us From Evil - Pending 

Twitterist: @JoeAndrade2012

http://www.statechange.us


Engagement Needed

“One of the reasons our nation is in the mess 
it's in – where ideology rules and critical 
thinking is almost non-existent – is because 
the most educated in our society have chosen 
to be among the least involved. This is 
especially true in academia. Academic and 
professional apathy often prevails.”



Scientists, Engineers need to RUN: 

@314Action        www.314action.org

http://www.314action.org


Run
My One-Year Experiment  
in Democracy  by Joe Andrade

the



After many years of reading and study about mental 
constraints, rigidity, ideology, politics, plutocracy, voter and 
citizen apathy and misinformation, gerrymandering, and 
outright non-ethical, immoral, and even illegal behavior and 
actions,  

I devised a novel hypothesis and an ‘experiment’ to 
address our 

  political catastrophe and resultant dystopia. 

The first implementation of that hypothesis is the ‘semi’-
novel:   
   
State Change - free at www.statechange.us 

http://www.statechange.us


from the book’s Preamble:

National and World leaders are trapped in a set of assumptions which 
exacerbate the very problems which must be solved. 
Replacing those leaders and rulers is insufficient, as their replacements 
will likely be afflicted by the same mindsets – based on the same 
historic assumptions. 
The most effective, most pragmatic, most realistic solution is to directly 
change the mindsets of existent afflicted rulers and elected leaders. 
State Change applies the new technology of Revelation Engineering to the 
treatment of rigid political ideologues.
www.statechange.us 

http://www.statechange.us












http://www.cbsnews.com/news/whats-fake-news-60-minutes-producers-investigate/

Stewart’s Conf. Panel: 
News and Democracy







English has one word, TRUTH,  

with Two Definitions: 

1.  In accordance with fact or reality - the real world; 

     2.  A firmly held opinion or conviction - as in the 
spiritual world. 

TRUTH is      What Is      or       What I Believe





      Real, Unshakeable, Factual Truth

Russian has two different words for TRUTH: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/15/opinion/to-understand-
trump-learn-russian.html?_r=0 : 

  “You can fiddle with the pravda all you want, but you can’t change the istina.” 

    Surface, Subjective, Superficial Truth

https://www.nytimes.com/2016/12/15/opinion/to-understand-trump-learn-russian.html?_r=0






Need to return schools to teaching critical  thinking!







And insist others know what they are talking about



9/21/2017 Hollywood should call out lying politicians. Jimmy Kimmel shows how | Arwa Mahdawi | Opinion | The Guardian

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/sep/20/hollywood-lying-politicians-jimmy-kimmel-emmys?utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaig… 1/3

 

Hollywood should call out lying politicians.

Jimmy Kimmel shows how

Arwa Mahdawi

Celebrities are the unofficial legislators of American public opinion. Kimmel is using his platform to fight for
better healthcare

Wednesday 20 September 2017 13.34 EDT

H
old the front page: in today’s breaking news, it would appear that politicians are liars. We’ve
got late-night host Jimmy Kimmel to thank for this shocking revelation. Kimmel opened up
Tuesday’s show by calling out Louisiana senator Bill Cassidy for lying to him about his plans

to remove healthcare for millions of Americans.

In May, “after my son had open heart surgery, which was something I spoke about on the air
[Cassidy] was on my show and he wasn’t very honest,” Kimmel said. “He said he would only
support a healthcare bill that made sure a child like mine would get the health coverage he needs,
no matter how much money his parents make.”



















• Apathy, uninvolvment, sideline sitting is Complicity. 

• UU Law Prof Amos Guiora book:  

• The Crime of Complicity, 2017 

• Catalyst, amplify, ‘viral’ 

• Give $$, give time, give brains



How to get involved?: 
Speak up, Speak out 

Support good candidates 
RUN!!



Run
My One-Year Experiment  
in Democracy  by Joe Andrade

the







You could also write a 
novel, but do be careful!







“… replacing just one coffee hour a month  
with an outreach activity is a reasonable 

goal.” 

Gabrielle Kardon
I

Yes, I hear you - what can YOU do? 
Listen up.







Internet in a Minute!

Over 2 Million Google searches 
over 300,000 Tweets 

about 3 Million YouTube views 
over 20 Million WhatsApp messages

If you Facebook, Tweet, post, blog, comment, like, follow - 
then 

‘You are a publisher!’ says Adam Sharp. 
‘You are part of ‘the media’’



Twitter Followers

@neiltyson                        10 M 
@ProfBrianCox                  2.5 M 
@RichardDawkins             2 M     
@LKraus1                             300K 
@MichaelEMann                     50K 
@PaulREhrlich                        10K 
@JoeAndrade2012                         <100!



Social media need more practicing scientists to learn 
how to properly engage online and to then spread 
accurate, informative, scientific messages. The 
training of scientists on the proper use of social media 
for the purpose of outreach is in its infancy…

Sarah Mojarad letter to SCIENCE 11-3-2017 



• OCTOBER 31, 2016 | CEN.ACS.ORG | C&EN 



Amer. Chem. Soc.    @AmerChemSociety  160,000 
AAAS                               @AAAS                120,000 
Union Concerned Scientists  @UCSUSA    100,000 
NSTA                               @NSTA                   50,000 
Amer Physical Soc.         @APSPhysics         50,000 
IBE                                       ???                          200  
BMES                              @BMESociety            7,000 
Soc. for Biomaterials      @SFBiomaterials        1,000 
IEEE                                @IEEEorg               400,000

Major Science/IBE Societies:
Twitter handles and membership









Bountiful area











Get a Twitter account and Tweet me at: 

@JoeAndrade2012  

Direct your Tweet to one or two who 
need the input, the education. 
  
It may only be a ‘nano’ 
effect, but they add up.  

Be a Maxwell’s Demon via 
social media.  

Increase the Pressure! 

Start with this afternoon’s workshop  



Every Tweet is like a gas 
molecule 

Need lots to increase the 
pressure 

Recruit friends, coworkers, 
have Tweet 

competitions. 
RAMP UP THE PRESSURE  

for facts, truth, reality.



   
                                        What Else?

Do you have teen age kids?  Time for quality time! 

     What are they reading? 
   What are their concerns, interests? 
   Get them fact-checking 
   Teach them to separate fantasy from reality, to diagnose     

ignorance, to call out lies. 

Follow your Congressperson, contact her regularly. 
Ditto for Governor, local legislators 
Correct local officials, reporters, politicians.  
Don’t tolerate lies, BS, or hypocrisy - call it out. 

How about 15 minutes/day - every day?!



The new school year is beginning in the United States, and 
science education in Florida is at risk from laws that passed 
earlier this summer. It leaves me wondering: where have those 

who joined April’s March for Science gone?
That global action was probably the most popular science-advocacy 

event of this generation. I took part in Titusville, Florida, and was 
impressed with the attendance, enthusiasm and creative slogans. In 
the speeches that followed, I warned against pending legislation that 
would allow any citizen to demand a hearing to challenge instruc-
tional materials. Both critics and advocates see this as a way to stifle 
teaching about evolution and climate change. We had the summer to 
make our case. 

The science-advocacy group Florida Citizens for Science — for 
which I volunteer as a board member and communications 
officer — led the battle to kill, or least modify, those bills. We lost on 
all fronts. The bills are now law. 

Where were those marchers when we needed 
them? I know several science cheerleaders 
who took some concrete steps to forestall the 
legislation (by phoning elected representatives, 
for example), but I can count on one hand the 
number of working scientists who offered their 
expertise to our group. And I didn’t hear of any 
who approached lawmakers on their own. 

Having the scientific community more actively 
involved might have had an impact. The final 
vote in the state senate was tight. Advocates of 
the law were widely quoted as claiming that evo-
lution is just a theory and that anthropogenic 
global warming is in doubt. It would have been invaluable if scientists 
at local universities had issued simple statements: yes, evolution is a 
fact; the word ‘theory’ is used differently in science from how it’s used 
in casual conversation; and the basics of human-caused global warm-
ing need to be taught. Perhaps authoritative voices from the state’s 
universities would have swayed a senator or two.

Since the laws were passed, dozens of articles about them have been 
published statewide and even nationally. Social media has been buzz-
ing. But the scientific community is still woefully quiet. 

Hey, scientists, beleaguered high-school science teachers could use 
your support.

Other US states have endured attacks on science education. 
Legislatures in Alabama and Indiana passed non-binding resolutions 
that encourage ‘academic freedom’ for science teachers who cover 
topics — including biological evolution and the chemical origins of 
life — that the lawmakers deem controversial. 

In Iowa, state lawmakers proposed a law requiring teachers to 
balance instruction on evolution and global warming with opposing 
views. That effort dwindled without concrete action, but not because 
of pressure from the scientific community. 

We have had some help in our efforts: Jiri Hulcr and Andrea Lucky, 
scientists at the University of Florida in Gainesville, spoke out with me 
against these bad educational bills in a newspaper opinion piece. We 
argued that the choice was stark: training students for careers in the 
twenty-first century, or plunging them into the Middle Ages.

And Paul D. Cottle at Florida State University in Tallahassee is 
unrelenting in pursuing his goal of preparing elementary and high-
school students for their adult lives. He’s an integral part of Future 
Physicists of Florida, a middle-school outreach programme that 
identifies students with mathematical ability and guides them into 
courses that will prepare them for university studies in science and 
engineering. More generally, he makes sure that students, parents and 
school administrators hear the message that the path to high-paying, 
satisfying careers using skills acquired in mathematics and science 
starts long before university, and depends on accurate instruction. 

Plenty of issues need attention. The pool of 
qualified science and maths teachers is shrinking. 
Florida students’ performance in state-mandated 
science exams has been poor and stagnant for 
nearly a decade. This year, the state’s education 
department will begin to review and select sci-
ence textbooks that will be used in classrooms 
across the state for at least the next five years.

We need scientists who are willing to take the 
time and effort to push back against the textbook 
challenges that these new laws will encourage. 
We need expert advisers eager to review and 
recommend quality science textbooks for our 
schools. We need bold scientists ready to state 

unapologetically that evolution, global warming — and, yes, even a 
round Earth — are facts of life. 

You’re busy. I know. And some of you are uncomfortable in the 
spotlight. But doing something, even on a small scale, is better than 
doing nothing. Sign up for action alerts from the National Center 
for Science Education and your state’s science-advocacy group, if you 
have one. Be a voice within any organizations you belong to, urging 
them to make statements supporting science education as issues arise. 
Introduce yourself to teachers at local elementary and high schools. 

Even if all you have to offer are ideas and emotional support, 
we’ll take them. Politicians, school administrators, business leaders, 
parents and even children need to know that you support high-quality 
science education. 

The March for Science was a beneficial, feel-good event. It’s over. 
But we need you to keep on marching! ■

Brandon Haught is a high-school science teacher in Volusia County, 
Florida, and author of Going Ape: Florida’s Battles over Evolution in 
the Classroom (Univ. Press Florida, 2014).  
e-mail: bhaught@flascience.org

HEY, SCIENTISTS, 
BELEAGUERED 

HIGH-SCHOOL 
SCIENCE TEACHERS 

COULD USE YOUR 
SUPPORT.

Keep on marching for 
science education
Scientists might have made a difference, had they protested against laws that 
now threaten what can be taught in our classrooms, argues Brandon Haught.
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WORLD VIEW A personal take on events











And insist others know what they are talking about

SPEAK UP, WRITE

IF YOU DON’T, THEN YOU ARE COMPLICIT, GUILTY




















